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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

MESOSCALE LIGHTNING EXPERIMENT (MLE):

A VIEW OF LIGHTNING AS SEEN FROM SPACE DURING THE STS-26 MISSION

I. INTRODUCTION

Data from unmanned instrumented space probes that have flown in space
have provided a wealth of information about the atmosphere and itsconstruction.

The USAF Defense Meteorological SatelliteProgram has provided data on man's

influence on his environment (1-4). The NASA planetary probes, Pioneer and

Voyager, have also shown that there are lightning-typedischarges on the other

planetary bodies and that lightningisnot unique to our planet. Lightning has been
seen on Jupiter (5,6),Venus (7,8),and Saturn (9).

Comments from the astronauts who have flown in Mercury, Gemini, Apollo,
Skylab, and the shuttle say that lightning,when viewed from the vantage point of

space, eitherin low-Earth orbitor on a flightto the moon, offers a sight that is
not only spectacular but isextremely interesting.

Bob Cenker, Payload Specialiston STS-61, had the following comments to

make: "While I was not specificallydocumenting thunderstorms, the thunderstorms

over Africa were a very impressive sight. What particularlycaught my attention

was the frequency of the lightningflashes,not unlike the bursting of popcorn.
Although I did not see any lightningstrikesper se,but rather 'instantaneous'(at

leastshort lived)illuminationof the clouds, the illuminationappeared to be about

the size of a quarter and I would estimate the size to be approximately 10 miles in
diameter on the cloud top." Joe Allen,STS-5 Mission Specialist,talked of

numerous brush firesin Africa and of lightningas itmoved I000 miles across

Australia. Robert Stewart, Mission Specialist,on STS-51J was also impressed with
the lightningdisplays of Typhoon Brenda and got some excellent video data of the

firstobservations of typhoons with lightningfrom orbit. These lightningflashes

were estimated to be on the order of hundreds of kilometers in diameter, based on

an analysisof thistype of data by Breslawski (10)at the State University of New
York at Albany, NY.

This new view of lightningfrom space suggests that lightningevents can be
so organized and highly extensive that they deserve to be considered to be a

mesoscale meteorological phenomenon to be studied in more detail. Because of

the data that were obtained on these earliershuttle flightsan experiment called

the Mesoscale Lightning Experiment (MLE) was conceived to study thisphenomena

and was submitted to NASA in 1985 and accepted as an experiment to flyon
future shuttle flights.The Principal Investigatorwas Otha H. Vaughan, Jr.,NASA

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Huntsville,AL, and his Co-Investigators

were Dr. Bernard Vonnegut, State University of New York at Albany (SUNY),

Albany, NY, and Dr. Marx Brook, New Mexico Instituteof Mining and Technology
(NMIT), Socorro, NM. The experiment was planned to be relativelysimple. The

onboard TV cameras, located in the payload bay, were to be used to survey light-
ning and the unique storm complexes that might be occurring around the world.

The crew would use these cameras at various times to look at targets of opportun-

ity that would be transmitted up to the crew by personnel on the ground who,
using meteorological data from other orbiting satellites,would provide the crew

with prime targets,thus releasingthe crew from the task of looking for targets
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themselves and allowing more crew time for conducting the more complicated
experiments. In addition to the onboard payload bay color TV camera the crew

would also use a hand-held 35 mm camera to obtain film data that could be used in

determining the brightness of the flashesthat were observed. Previous shuttle

crew members had commented that many times the flashesof lightningwere so

bright that they litup the payload bay area. A color video camera, although
intensifiedand using a three-color wheel to achieve color,was selected since it

had lesssensitivityto the lightningbrightness and itwould not have the tendency
to bloom as much as when the normal intensifiedblack and white TV cameras see

lightning,as seen on previous •shuttlemissions. This camera also had the capabili-

ty of manual iriscontrol, which should help in reducing the blooming effect.

II. OBSERVATIONAL EQUIPMENT

To observe the thunderstorms and lightningfrom the vantage point of space
the shuttle crews of STS-26 were to use the onboard payload bay color TV camera
and a hand-held 35 mm film camera. Theshuttle TV camera's •lensfieldof view

(FOV) was 40.9 degrees (diagonal)and when pointed directlytoward the ground
produced a footprintof 120 nmi by 120 nmi when at an orbitalaltitudeof 160

nmi. The 35 mm film camera used T-MAX 400 film with a time exposure of 2

sec. The lens used was a 85 mm, F/I.4,giving a fieldof view of 28 degrees result-
ing in a footprintof 80 MN by 80 nmi when the shuttle was at an altitudeof 160

nmi, and the camera was looking directlydownward toward the ground.

III.OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

To locate potential MLE targets of opportunity consistingof the large

convective storm systems with lightning,hurricanes,and typhoons, a number of

Earth observing satellitesand supporting hardware was used quite successfully

during the STS-26 mission. The NOAA Geostationary Earth Observing Satellite
(GOES), the European Geostationary Earth Observing Satellite(GEOMET), and the

Defense Meteorological SatelliteProgram (DMSP) provided visualimages and IR

images of the cloud tops. Using these data in real time potential targets were

identified.Also working with the USAF Global Weather Center, forecasts_were

obtained on the tropicaldepressions that might have a potential to develop into

very severe weather storm systems. After a potential target was identifieda

target note was sent up to the crew and they were advised when they could be

expected to see the target and when to turn on the video camera. Whenever they

saw targets that were not in the fieldof view of the TV camera they were advised

to use the 35 mm camera to collect the lightningdata. Normally they would try
to get photographic data at the same time they were collectingthe video data.

IV. PAYLOAD BAY TV CAMERA OPERATIONS

During the course of the mission the crew had difficultyin locating the

various targets of opportunity because the targets were tropicaldepressions which

were in theirdeveloping stages and did not have very much lightningactivity.
After a number of attempts to obtain data and loosinga lot of tim•e,the crew

opted to gather as much data as they could using the hand-held 35 mm camera. In

retrospect thiswas a good thing to do because we were able to get some informa-

tion on tropicaldepressions that were in their developing stages. Multiple light-
ning flasheswere located and photographed in various locations in the storm

systems. The photographic data from the 35 mm operations willbe presented and

discussed in the next paragraphs.



V. DISCUSSION

SpaceShuttle DiscoverySTS-26was launchedfrom KennedySpaceCenter
on September29, 1988,at 10:36:59EDT (Day 27315:36:59GMT)and after achiev-
ing orbit the crew beganto conduct a number of vehicle operational checkout
procedures. After thesewere successful,they conducteda numberof scientific
experiments. Since the mesoscalelightning experiment was not an automated-

type experiment, the crew was required to look for lightningat specific times in
the time lineor at other times when personnel on the ground advised them when

lightningmight be observed during their orbitalflightpath. These potential

targets of opportunity were identifiedusing GOES images, DMSP images, and

other sources of weather data during the mission. The crew used the payload bay
TV cameras and a 35 mm hand-held film camera to photograph storm cellsand

their associated lightningduring nighttime passes over selected targets. The crew
had some difficultyin using the TV camera so they opted to collectas much data

as they could with the 35 mm camera. Very good 35 mm photo sequences were

obtained and should prove usefulin developing an understanding lightningand
storm developments that were occurring over the oceans.

During the flightthe crew took a number of 35 mm hand-held photographs
of potential tropicaldepression storm systems they observed. The times on the

photos are in Greenwich mean time. In discussionswith the crew and other per-

sonnel at JSC itwas determined that the photos were taken in the following
sequence:

Roll GMT Start GMT Stop
DAY:HR:MIN:SEC DAY:HR:MIN:SEC

120 275:18:48:24 275:18:51:33

121 275:20:10:12 275:20:14:21

276:08:18:31 276:08:19:24

122 276:15:15:23

276:21:33:33

277:00:25:49

276:15:15:57

276:21:34:16

277:00:27:55

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the orbitaltracks of the shuttle when the rollsof 35 mm

film (rolls120,121, and 122) were exposed. Figure 4 (roll120) isan excellent

photo showing a singlelightningflashand appears to be a downward looking near
vertical photo. Based on the orbitilaltitudeat the time thisphoto was taken, this
flash iscalculated to be approximately 10 kilometers in diameter. This size

agrees quite well with the size as seen in photography taken from the NASA AMES

U-2 Research Aircraft during MSFC's Atmospheric ElectricityResearch Thunder-

storm Overflight Programs that have been conducted over the past few years.

Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 are also photos from roll120 and show a sequence of multi-
ple flashes. A time exposure of 2 sec was used for each exposure. Since these

hand-held photos were taken at oblique angles itisdifficultto estimate the size
of the lightningflashesin thissequence.

Roll 121 shows a number of Iightningflashesthat were observed in a large
tropicalstorm in the vicinityof a Sumatra. Twenty-one lightningflasheswere
photographed during a time intervalof 113 sec. This gives a flash rate of 11.15
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flashesper min. This storm system was in the developmental stage, and, although

not very impressive from a lightningviewpoint, itisa good example of a develop-
ing tropicaldepression.

Figure 8 shows the orbitaltrack of the shuttle during the time that another

tropicalstorm was photographed during orbit 54 as the shuttle was approaching

the west coast of South America as seen on Figure 3. A number of lightning
flasheswere occurring in thisstorm cell,and the sequence of photos was taken

during the exposure of roll122. Figure 9 shows an excellent example of some of

these lightningflashes. Since the photos show the limb of the Earth and since the

airglow can be seen, one can estimate the sizes of the flashesusing scaling tech-
niques. The size of these flashesisestimated to approximate an areal diameter of

45 nmi. We willdiscussthissequence of photos from roll122 in more detailin the

following text and show how thisdata can be used to obtain additionalinformation

about the storm from photography only.

This storm isa good example of small storm celldevelopment over the
ocean and ithad a large number of lightningflashes. Ifone counts the flashes

that are seen in these photographs and we know the length of time that the storm

was being photographed, we can estimate the flashrate. The flashrate is27.8

flashesper min or a totalof 48 flashesduring the time span of 111.6 sec. When

one considers that the pictures were taken in a 2-sec exposure time and with an

average time of 3 sec that the camera was not being used between photos, one can

safely say that we are not seeing all the flashes that occurred during thistime
interval;thus, we are underestimating the totalnumber of flashes for thisstorm.

Since we were not able to observe thisstorm for a long period of time, we can tell

by the flashrate that thiswas a very active storm. By using the total number of

flashesthat we see in the photos and using techniques developed by Piepgrass and

her associates in theirstudies of convective Florida storm cellsduring the 1978

and 1979 Thunderstorm Research Program (TRIP) at Kennedy Space Center to

estimate rainfallfor a particularstorm which had lightning,and the work of

Goodman and his associates in their studiesof lightningand storm development

during the 1986 Cooperative Huntsville Meteorological Experiment (COHMEX), we

can also get an estimate of the rainfallthat isprobably coming from thisstorm.
By using radar data, lightningdata, and satelliteimages, Goodman et al.were able

to estimate the rainfallfor a particularstorm that they studied. They found that

for a particularstorm which had a _otal of 116 flashesper minute at peak flash

rate produced a rainfallof 1.2 x 10U kg. Since the STS-26 photography lasted

111.6 sec and there were a totalof 48 flashesover thistime interval,a flash rate
of 27.8 flashesper min results. Since the flashrate in thisstorm isa littlemore

than the 23 flashesper min as reported by Goodman et al.,we can estimate the
rainfallas follows:

Ifwe use the ratio of 1.2 x 108 kg/ll6 flashes and multiply thisby %ur

number of flashes(48)produced by our storm, we get a rainfallof 4.9 x 10' kg.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The video data from the earliershuttle flights,such as STS-8, STS-9, STS-

41D, and STS-51J, indicate that there isa lot of lightningactivity in developing
thunderstorm cellsand typhoons and that the shuttleisparticularlywell suited for
obtaining data on thistype of large-scalelightningphenomena. If the crew of

STS-26 had been able to remain in orbit a few more days, then additionallightning

11
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data for a developing typhoon might have been obtained to support what we had

seen on the STS-51J mission. A tropicaldepression was noted to be developing in

the Western Pacific during the STS-26 flightand itwas finallydesignated as a
typhoon as the STS-26 flightended. This typhoon was called Nelson and itwas the

firstsignificanttropical cyclone of October to develop in the Western Pacific and

was the only super typhoon of 1988. Once the Space Station isplaced in orbit or if
the shuttle'smission time can be extended, then the crews willhave more time to

observe and collectdata on thistype of tropicalstorm and other related atmos-

pheric phenomena. Although the crew of STS-26 had difficultyoperating the
onboard color TV camera in obtaining lightningdata, they were stillable to obtain

some very interesting35 mm photos for analysis. On future shuttle flights,itis

planned to operate the onboard payload cameras from the ground thus allowing

data to be collected when the crew cannot operate the cameras, for example,

when they are asleep or too busy doing other experiments that have higher priori-
ty.
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PHOTOGRAPHY OF LIGHTNING TAKEN DURING THE STS-26 MISSION
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APPENDIX B

PHOTOGRAPHY OF LIGHTNING TAKEN DURING THE STS-26 MISSION
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Sequence of films for roll 121.
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APPENDIX C

PHOTOGRAPHY OF LIGHTNING TAKEN DURING THE STS-26 MISSION
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Sequence of films for roll 122, orbits 48 and 52.
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Sequence of films for roll 122, orbit 54.
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